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Red tick beagles for sale in mississippi

STARTING DOGS ARE MY SPECIALTY. I AM VERY PASSIONATE ABOUT TAKING A PUP &amp; TURNING IT ON IN RUNNING RABBITS. MY DEFINITION OF A DOG BEING STARTED IS NOT WHAT SOME PEOPLE CALL A DOG STARTED. YOU KNOW SOME PEOPLE ARE CALLING A DOG STARTED BECAUSE HE RUNS
A RABBIT 15 YARDS &amp; BARKED 3 TIMES. I WON'T EVEN CONSIDER A DOG STARTING UNTIL HE IS HUNTING ON HIS OWN &amp; STAYING IN THE RACE WITH THE OTHER DOGS. MOST OF THE PUPS I START ARE MY PUPS CROSSES &amp; RISES FROM MY OWN PERSONAL DOG FINISH. I DON'T DO THAT
JUST TO SELL SOMETHING BUT PREFER TO PRODUCE THE KIND OF DOG THAT YOU CAN BE PROUD OF BECAUSE IF IT COMES OUT HERE IT WILL HAVE A GREAT FOUNDATION BUILT ON &amp;GT; YOU CAN FINISH IT OUT BY PUTTING DICK ON IT &amp; REVEALING SOME RABBITS ABOUT THEM. I BELIEVE
THAT PRODUCING A DOG YOU CAN BE PROUD OF STARTING WITH A GOOD BLESSING, HAVING THE FACILITIES IN TRAINS, INTRODUCING PUPS TO RABBITS, &amp; GOOD RUNS AND PLENTY OF RABBITS, BUT MOST OF ALL TIME, INVESTING IN THEM AT A VERY EARLY AGE. WE ARE FORTUNATE TO HAVE
EVERYTHING ABOVE. I TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN HAVING YOUNG DOGS WHO HUNT &amp; HANDLE THE RIGHT WAY. THE GREAT THING ABOUT BUYING A YOUNG DOG IS YOU GET TO WATCH THE DOG'S PROGRESS IN A FINISHED DOG &amp; YOU GET A LOT MORE YEARS OF USE FOR YOUR MONEY. I HAD
SEVERAL PEOPLE TO TELL ME THAT THE YOUNG DOGS, THEY ARE BUYING FROM HERE, THEY ARE OUTSTANDING SOME OF THE END DOGS THEY OWN. IT'S VERY COMMON FOR PEOPLE TO BUY 1-2 STARTED DOGS FROM US &amp; THE NEXT THING YOU KNOW ARE COMING BACK TO BUYING MORE.
WHEN PEOPLE SEE THE QUALITY THAT IS THE STANDARD IN OUR DOGS STARTED IT DOESN'T MAKE SENSE FOR MOST PEOPLE TO BUY OR RAISE PUP BECAUSE AFTER YOU ADD UP THE PRICE OF BUYING A PUP, FOOD, VACCINATION, &amp; TRAINING COST YOUR PEN AREN'T FAR FROM THE PRICE OF
ONE OF OUR STARTING DOGS, BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY YOU HAVE THE ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY THAT YOU'RE SPENDING YOUR HARD MONEY EARNING ON A RABBIT DOG WITH THE HUNT, LOOKS, MOUTH, SLEEVE THAT YOU LOVE. YOU NORMALLY CAN COME HERE &amp;WATCH THE YOUNG DOG IN THE
WILD BEFORE BUYING INSTEAD OF BETTING IT ALL ON THE PUP YOU BOUGHT &amp;WAITED FOR MONTHS HOPING THAT IT TURNS OUT TO BE A CHARMING DOG. WHAT IF THE PUP DOESN'T TURN OUT? WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT ALL OF THIS &amp;GT; SEE WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER YOU'LL FIND THIS IS
THE WAY TO GO! THIS DOESN'T MEAN THAT NO ONE ELSE TURNS OUT RIGHT BUT IF YOU'RE TIRED OF THE RESULTS YOU'RE TRYING US OUT. YOU WON'T BE DISAPPOINTED! Ellie Black &amp;gt; White Malesold to Franceso Ferraro from NY on 1/3/21 Ellie Lemon &amp; White Male #1Sold sawyer star from NC on
1/4/21 these 2 trunks from Ellie &amp; Hunt. They're coming together very nicely. They were born on 4/25/2020 &amp; are around 14% tall. Both are easy to handle, have good hunting, &amp; run an average high speed. This is the last chance to get any dog directly from Ellie. He's too old to pay yet but he produced some very nice
choices for is $700 per VAG!! Proudly Red-tick female #1Sold Brent Hudgins from Cobb Creek, VA on 1/3/21 Pride Red-tick female #2Sold Brent Hudgins from Cobb Creek, VA on 1/3/21 Pride Blue-Turkish Female #1Sold Ricky Exford from AL on 1/9/21 these beautiful women are from Pride &amp; Uga. They were born on 7/7/2020.
They're doing better every time out now. They hunt hard, run a medium high speed, &amp; they touch big. The tone button will usually be all I have to hit if they don't come when called. These women should be 13 – 13.5% height when growing. Proudly it's an amazing dog that I love taking Hunt &amp; Uga is a proven hunting dog as well
as a proven study that produces some serious rabbit dogs. The price is $700 each * There's some more to this liter that will be ready very soon Stella Red-tick Malesold at Paul McClurg from Five Points, Al on 1/18/21 Stella Red &amp;amp; White FemaleSold just Fletcher from Nashville, TN on 1/9/21 This is the first time I've been Stella's
bread. It was boring to Uga &amp; these dogs were made on 6/13/2020. I'm very impressed with the male. It's out hunting hard all the time. The Women's Coming On &amp;amp; collecting his hunt &amp;gt; Improve. They both know what the tone on the necklace means for touch is not a question. They would be 13 dogs when growing
up. They run an average high speed &amp; they'll be some good people if they get fed a lot of trains. The price is $700 each * I have another female coming to the future near LuLu Red Lu Red-Turkish man #1Sold John Adams from Auburn, AL on 1/18/21 Lu Red-Tick Male #2Sold #1Sold Andrew Williams from MS on 1/9/21 LuLu Red
Female #1Sold in Ron Kiko from OH on 1/5/21 Lilu Red Female #2Sold Just Fletcher from Nashville, TN on 1/9/21 These beautiful red-ticks are from Lulu &amp;amp; Uga. They were born on 7/6/2020. They really do well &amp; they will be some amazing dogs. Serious hunters who are going to fetch the thick stuff, medium speed upper,
&amp; to understand what the tone button means. You will love those I'm sure! Lilu is a very tough hunting dog who is tough in the labels. The price is $700 each *I'm working with 1 more female from this liter that should be ready in future near Atlanta Female #2Sold Stephen Womble from NC on 6/20/20 Atlanta Female #1Sold in
Trenderson from Rosharon, TX on 7/22/2020 This is a cross between Atlanta &amp; Hunting. They were born on 10/29/19. Atlanta is Georgia's daughter &amp; son-in-law; Hunt so this is a breaking penalty turned into a daughter.'' This female should be 13 when grown up &amp; she is really doing a great job. It is beaten up from looking
for the thick stuff &amp;gt; is in every race until the end. I kept the man out of this cross to be able to carry on the Hunter blood. He's a man of the 4th generation.  The price is $700 each *I'm still working with 2 more women who should be ready soon.  True Blue-tick Male #1Sold Andrew Lane from Georgia on 5/23/20 Red-tick Male
#1Sold in Colton Dyer on 5/10/20 True Blue-tick Male #2Sold Tom Lowe from NC on 5/9/20 True Red-ticket #2Sold John Adams from Auburn, AL on 6/13/20 This is a cross between True &amp; Pepper. They were born on 11/6/19. True &amp; Harley was broken last time I broke true. These pups came back pretty good. The only reason I
changed pepper this time was I thought it would create some dark-colored blue-tick. I think either insurer is a great choice. True is a huge rabbit dog &amp; started doing amazing about Rabbit Hunt the first time we took it. These dogs have good hunting &amp; are 13-14% tall. They're coming on strong. Price is $700 per VAN!!! Red
&amp;amp; Problems White Male #1Sold Sam Bailey from NC on 5/9/20 Malesold Red Problem in Jamil Taylor on 5/10/20 Red Issues &amp; White Male #2Sold Owen Rouse from Rose Hill, NC on 5/30/2020 This is a cross between issues &amp; Awesome. They were born on 9/21/19. This was the first time I've done this cross but it is
as good of a cross as I can do. Trouble is a daughter of Maria &amp;amp; Hunting &amp; Arts &amp; Kits Awesome is an amazing dog. This combines some of the best blood I can offer from a breeding as it combines Scooter (Uga's insurer), Hunt (Hunter's son), &amp;amp; Awesome (Buster sanline) all in one. These 3 men are on fire
&amp; are burning it up. They have great hunting, great handles, &amp; there are some amazing grits that will only get most of the more to run. These men are 13 &amp; running a medium high speed. This cross is going to be done again &amp; I hope to find some women next time because I want some of this to cross myself. We sadly
lost a good chunk of this liter when they were younger. What a shame because they are some amazing young dogs! Price is $700 each Ellie Chocolate &amp; White Malesold Kenneth Ferguson from VA on 5/9/20 This is from Ellie &amp; Hunting. It is 14 &amp;gt; will do a good job. It's hunting better &amp; better with every trip out. It
comes to me every time I tone it, runs an above-average speed, &amp; loves the hot smell of a rabbit. The price is $700I has 2 solid male chocolate coming from this cross soon JackSold Black JackSold to a man from SC on 5/10/20 Jack Black is a 13.5 – 14 tricolor male which is a very advanced dog started. He had rabbits in front of him
this past season. He has 13 months. It was very good hunting, sleeve very well (it responded well to the tone button), &amp; ran an above-average speed. Come look at him in the garden &amp; you'll see a very nice dog who's only going to get better. Price is $1,000 Kotontail Budy Tricolor Female #1Sold Andrew Lane from GA on
5/23/20 Cottontail Budy Tricolor MaleSold to a man from Syracuse, NY on 6/12/20 Kotontail Budddy Tricolor Female #2Sold of Dennis Rosser from VA on 5/23/20 These dogs are recorded &amp; I have the stool papers. They were born on 11/6/19. They are full of &amp; they're doing a great job. They have some very good hunting,
running an above-average medium above-average occupy such a dream, &amp; they really come on strong. They're 14 so they have a lot of feet on them. The price is $700 each female Wild Red-tick female #1Kept By Beagles on Fire Wire Making Fire Red-tick Malesold to Kenneth Bishop from AL on 5/3/20 Fire Red-tick female #2Sold
Al Hedgepeth from NC on 4/20/20 This is a crossing between Wildfire fire &amp; Uga. They were born on 10/4/19. That's another great cross. Wildfire is a daughter in Fire &amp;gt; it's a rabbit running machine. Uga is all you'd want from a rabbit dog. I've seen great things from these young dogs already. They hunt hard, handle big, run a
medium high speed, &amp; they will turn out fantastic if they are just regularly. Price is $700 each Blue Bell Blue-tick Male #1Sold's Ranged Feel from NOT on 4/2/20 Blue Bell Blue-tick Male #3Sold's Alan Santi from NOT on 4/2/20 Blue Bell Blue-Tick Female #2Sold #2Sold #2Sold from MA on 4/13/20 Blue Bell Blue-Turkish Male #2Sold
Brent Hudgins from Cobb Creek, VA on 4/2/20 Blue Bell Blue-Turkish Female #1Sold Jamie Johnson from Windsor, NC on 4/3/20 This is a cross between Blue Bell &amp; Nico Sr. Nico is a cool litemat y Uga. Blue Bell is a daughter of Little Blue &amp;gt; Pepper. Great blood in this cross from all sides. They were born on 8/23/19. I find a
lot of people who want this dark-tick look so if you're one of those here you go. They run a medium high speed, hunt hard, &amp; handle very well for me. These would be some great dogs as they develop into some awesome rabbit running machines. Price is $700 each Fi Lu Red-turkish Female #1Sold of a man from MO on 4/4/20 Lu
Red-Turkish Female #4Sold Dwight Pulley from Henderson, NC LuLu Red-Turkish Male #2Sold to #2Sold man from MO on 4/4/20 Red Female Lu in #3Sold Jamie Johnson from Windsor, NC on 4/3/20 Lu Red-turkish Male #1Sold Brent Hudgins from Cobb Creek, VA on 4/2/20 Lu Red-ticket female #2Sold man from NC on 5/2/20 This is
a cross between Uga &amp; Lulu who is also Brownie's daughter who was the damage to Georgia &amp; Little Ann. They were born on 8/7/19. They are some big red-tick handiwork that is more going for them than just looks like them. They show all the things you want to see in a young dog: many hunting, medium speed upper, sticting
to their races, &amp; touching well. They will only get better and more train &amp; amp; time in the field. The price is $700 every Blondie Tricolor Malesold in a Jamie Johnson from Windsor, NC on 4/3/20 Blondie Black &amp; TanmaleSold in Al Hedgepeth from NC on 4/20/20 Blondi RedmaleSold of a man from Riple, MS on 4/20/20 This
is a cross between a dog named Blondie who is a daughter Betty &amp; Hunt. Blondie was her Blue Boy.They were born on 6/25/19. They're doing a great job with lots of hunting &amp; hunting; to drive. They run a medium high speed, &amp; handle such a dream. The price is $700 per Hershey (JR) / Nico Red-Tick Male from a man
from Douglas, GA on about Hershey (JR) / Nico Red-Tick Male #2Sold of Brian Smith from Memphis, TN on 3/29/20 Hershey (JR) / Nico Chocolate Red Female (sold to a man from NC on 6/20/2 Andrew Lane from 5/23/20 Ereshey (JR) / Nico Chocolate Red-tick Male #2Sold #1Sold andrew Lane from GA on 5/23/20 Hershey (JR) / Nico
Chocolate Red-tick male #1Sold in Brian Smith from Memphis, Tn on 6/15/20 Hershey (JR) / Nico Chocolate Red Male #3Sold Tyler Jarvis from MO on 6/10/20 This is a cross between a dog named Hershey who is a daughter of Ellie &amp; Hershey. Jr who was boring in Uga's brother, Nico.They were born on 5/23/19. They've been slow
to start but they're going to be good now. They have some loud mouths &amp; are hunting good, handling beautifully, &amp; getting better with every trip to the garden. These are some stocky builds of 14 dogs. The price is $700 each Pride Red-tick Female #1Sold to a man from Greensboro, NC on 3/28/20 Pride Blue-Turkish Male
#1Sold to #1Sold Dakota from Abbeville, SC on 4/21/20 Pride Blue-tick Male #3Sold to #3Sold man from Lexington, TN on 4/22/20 Pride Red Female #2Sold Jamie Snow from VA on 5/9/20 Pride Blue-Turkish Male #2Sold At John Adams from Auburn, AL on 4/25/5 20 Pride Red-tick Male #2Sold of a man from NC on 5/10/20 Prid Red-
tick Male #3Sold in a Kolton Dyer from TN on 3/14/20 This is a cross between Pride &amp;Uga. They were born on 7/24/19. Ogey is a daughter of Pistol &amp; Pepper who has formidable hunting &amp; is an all around rabbit dog. You are a beast of the wood which gives us all day. These young dogs are doing very well in the
development of their bunny rabbit dogs. I see a lot of fire in them. They are in every race &amp; they hit their thoughts pretty well. They run a medium high speed &amp; handle great. Price is $700 each *I have another man from this cross soon Ellie Lemon &amp;gt; White Malesold to a man from Douglas, GA on 3/12/20 Ellie Black &amp;
TanleSold Brent Hudgins from Cobb Creek, VA on 4/2/20 Ellie Bread in Hunt has produced several awisome rabbit dogs in the past. This litt is no different. Weird that the whole little one was male. I kept several of this same cross that really was something else. This is the cross that produced beautiful boys, Hershey, Pepper, &amp;gt;
Oreo just mentioned a few. There are features in this cross is great hunting, control line, excellent touch, &amp;amp; great mouth. You will love these for sure! Price is $700* I will have 2 more men coming soon from this cross. Little Female ann #1Sold a man in NJ on 2/12/20 Little Female #2Sold to a man in NJ on 2/12/20 Little Fenmale
#3Sold Daryl Riddick from NC on 2/12/20 Little Ann Evil esold in a man from PA on 2/16/20 Girl's Ashes #4Sold Riddick Darryl from NC on 3/16/20 Little Ann Female #5Sold of a man from Missouri on 3/21/20 Little Ann #6Sold Darryl Riddick from NC on 3/16/20 These are some beautiful young dogs from Little Ann &amp; Hunting. they are
born on 7/21/19. This is a very proven cross that has made a lot of happy people who have bought into this cross in the past. I had several people crying out &amp; following this cross. They have very good hunting, run the track very well, run a medium high speed, &amp; handle great. If you're looking for the complete package these are
the types of dogs that will be some very special ones in your pack. The price is $700 each. Sell!!!. Green Bay Tricolor Female #1Sold of a man from SC on 3/25/20 Green Bay Tricolor Female #2Sold to #2Sold man from Greensboro, NC on 3/28/20 these female tricolor below smaller dogs that can be left under 13. They were born on
6/26/19 &amp; are from the Blood Bay Green &amp;gt; I have the papers for puppy and. I got these from a guy who had some of my dogs but sold out &amp; was those 2 pups as well. I started them &amp; ran them. They have plenty of hunting &amp; are no problem running the speed similar to all of my dogs that are above average
speed. They are absolutely busy as well as any young dog you'll ever own. Thery are very friendly.  The price is $700 each. Sell!!!. Lil Little Boy #1Sold a man from PA on 2/16/20 Lil Boy#2Sold of a man from TX on 2/12/20 Lil Female #1Kept by David Russell Lil Female #2Sold to #2Sold man from Douglas, Ga on 2/12/20 these dogs were
born on 8/1/19 &amp; are from Lil Bit &amp; Uga. They are some kid dogs with great hunting, medium high speed, busy large, &amp; have very good line control. Price is $700 per VAN!!! Georgia Woe #1Sold Tye Wentz from VA on 2/12/20 This is another proven cross from Georgia &amp; Hunt which was amazing &amp; every time it
was done. Georgia is a very special dog that has been the real deal since it was just a dog started. Georgia was already a story about any running trash when he was just 14 months old. I hate to see him getting some age on it but he can still run with the best of them. These dogs should be around 13.5-14 tall &amp;gt; will be the upper
speed medium as all my dogs , occupy great, have very good hunting, &amp; all they need is the tracks turn out beautifully. They were born on 7/24/19.  PRICE IS $700 each * I will have another man &amp; female from this very ready very soon Georgia Female #1Sold Daryl Riddick from NC on 2/12/20 Georgia Female #2Sold to #2Sold
man from Greensboro, NC on 3/28/20 This is another proven cross from Georgia &amp; Hunt that was amazing &amp; every time it was done. Georgia is a very special dog that has been the real deal since it was just a dog started. Georgia was already a story about any running trash when he was just 14 months old. I hate to see him
getting some age on it but he can still run with the best of them. These dogs should be around 13.5-14 tall &amp;gt; they will be the same high medium speed as all my dogs, busy great, have good hunting, &amp; all they need is the dick to turn out beautifully. They were born on 7/24/19.  PRICE IS $700 per VAN!!! Georgia Woe #2Sold to
a man from AL on 3/21/20 Sweetie Purple Pie &amp; White Female sold to a man from MS on 2/14/20 Sweetie Pie World &amp;gt; White Malesold to a man from MS on 2/15/20 Sweetie Pie Lemon Woe Sold to the man from Missouri on 3/21/20 these cute dogs from Hunt &amp; Sweetie Pie which is a daughter back to the sire in an effort
to find a man to undelete the future that looked like Hunt. Well God has a sense of humor! I got the exact look I wanted but it was a female. They were born on 7/30/19 &amp; they are doing well. Sweetie Pie is a Georgia Daughter &amp; Hunt. Sweetie Pie has all the leads you'd ever want to see in a dog &amp; hunt is an all around rabbit
dog that reproduces a lot of awisome dogs. This cross will show all the things you like to see in a young dog: strong drive, big sleeves, medium speed upper, &amp; will only get better with time in the field.   The price is $700 each. Each.
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